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Mishnah Ma'aserot, chapter 4

(1) If one pickled, stewed, or salted

[produce, even in a field this too, fixes

liability and he] is liable to tithe. If he

buried them in the ground [to warm

and thus ripen unripe produce] he is

exempt. If he dipped it [in salt or

brine] while yet in the field [and ate,

this does not fix liability to tithe, and]

he is [thus] exempt. If he bruised

olives so that the bitter flavor may be removed, he is exempt. If one squeezed

the olives onto his skin, he is exempt, but if he squeezed them [to collect some

oil] into his hand [this is considered as putting it into a small pit which fixes

liability and] he is liable. One that skims wine [from floating husks and kernels]

that was placed in a cold dish is exempt, but [if it were skimmed after being

placed] into an empty pot, he is liable, because it may be considered as

[skimming from] a small vat [which fixes liability (see above 1:8)]. [If the wine

were placed into a boiling dish then the act of boiling in itself would fix liability

for tithing.]

(2) Children who hid figs [in the field, to be eaten] for shabbat and they forgot

to tithe them may not eat them [even incidentally] after shabbat until they are

tithed. [Though, normally the intention of children have no effect, here, however,

since the action of the children testify that the produce was to be eaten for
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shabbat, and since shabbat itself fixes

liability for tithing, thus they are liable

for tithes.] In the case of fruit in a

basket [specially used] for shabbat

[and one wishes to eat from them

incidentally]: The School of Shammai

[maintain, that only on shabbat itself

may one not eat incidentally from

produce that has not yet been tithed

and thus] exempt them from being tithed. While the School of Hillel [maintain,

that once it was set aside for shabbat, the setting aside,] obligates [tithing]. Rabbi

Yehudah says: Also one who selects a basket of figs to be sent as a present to

his friend [this (unlike the case of workers in 3:2, above), since he set it aside to

send it off, it achieves a significance, which itself fixes liability, and even if he

changed his mind and did not send them] he may not eat of them before they are

tithed [the halachah does not follow Rabbi Yehudah].

(3) If one took olives from the [soaking] vat [where the olives are left to soften

so that they yield oil] he may dip one at a time in salt and eat them. If,

however, he salted [several of] them and put it in front of him, he is liable [to

tithe, since there are more than one, the salting establishes the liability]. Rabbi

Eliezer says: [If a defiled person removed several olives] from a pure vat, he is

liable [since he will not return the now defiled olives back into the vat]; but from

a defiled vat, he is exempt because he is able to return that which is left over

[thus it is not considered a removal of several].

(4) One may drink [wine, if his head and the majority of his body is] in the

wine-press, regardless, of whether it was mixed with hot, or cold water, [which
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normally obligates tithing] and [still]

be exempt [from tithes, since this is

considered incidental drinking]; these

are the words of Rabbi Meir. Rabbi

Eliezer the son of Rabbi Tzadok

obligates [its being tithed, this is

because the Rabbis feared lest he

remove some wine and drink]. While

the Sages say: If [he] mixed with [it

with] hot water [since hot water would

damage the undiluted wine he would

no longer return it to the wine-press and thus its preparation is complete and] is

liable but with cold water [since it can still be returned it does not change its

previous status and] it is exempt.

(5) One who peels [the outer husk of] barley, peels one by one, and may eat

without tithing, but if he peeled [several] and put them into his hand [and he is

not standing next to the storage pile where he could return them to], he is liable.

One who rolls parched ears of wheat, blows the wheat [to separate the chaff]

from one hand to the other may eat [the kernels without tithing]; but if he blows

and then puts [several of] them in his lap, he is liable. If coriander was sown for

its seed, the plant [is considered unsubstantial and] is exempt; but if [it was]

sown for the plant, then both the plant and the seed must be tithed. Rabbi Eliezer

says: Dill must be tithed from the seed, the leaves and the shoots [which are all

edible]. However, the Sages say [that when one plants without any specific intent]:
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The seeds and the plant are both

tithed, only in the case of the Cress

[plant, lepidium sativum, a salad plant

whose leaves and shoots are edible]

and the Eruca plant.

(6) Rabban Shimon ben Gamliel says:

Shoots of fenugreek, of mustard and

white beans are [edible and are thus] liable [to tithes]. Rabbi Eliezer says

regarding the caper-tree: Tithes must be given from the shoots, the berries and

the flower. Rabbi Akiva says: Only the berries are tithed since they are the fruit.
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